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Information to Examiners

1.

General

The mark scheme for each question shows:





the marks available for each part of the question
the total marks available for the question
the typical answer or answers which are expected
extra information to help the Examiner make his or her judgement and help to delineate
what is acceptable or not worthy of credit or, in discursive answers, to give an overview of
the area in which a mark or marks may be awarded.

The extra information is aligned to the appropriate answer in the left-hand part of the mark
scheme and should only be applied to that item in the mark scheme.
At the beginning of a part of a question a reminder may be given, for example: where
consequential marking needs to be considered in a calculation; or the answer may be on the
diagram or at a different place on the script.
In general the right-hand side of the mark scheme is there to provide those extra details
which confuse the main part of the mark scheme yet may be helpful in ensuring that marking
is straightforward and consistent.
2.

Emboldening

2.1

In a list of acceptable answers where more than one mark is available ‘any two from’
is used, with the number of marks emboldened. Each of the following bullet points is
a potential mark.

2.2

A bold and is used to indicate that both parts of the answer are required to award the
mark.

2.3

Alternative answers acceptable for a mark are indicated by the use of or. Different
terms in the mark scheme are shown by a / ; eg allow smooth / free movement.

3. Marking points
3.1

Marking of lists

This applies to questions requiring a set number of responses, but for which students have
provided extra responses. The general principle to be followed in such a situation is that
‘right + wrong = wrong’.
Each error / contradiction negates each correct response. So, if the number of error /
contradictions equals or exceeds the number of marks available for the question, no marks
can be awarded.
However, responses considered to be neutral (indicated as * in example 1) are not
penalised.
Example 1: What is the pH of an acidic solution? (1 mark)
Student

Response

1
2
3

green, 5
red*, 5
red*, 8

3

Marks
awarded
0
1
0
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Example 2: Name two planets in the solar system. (2 marks)
Student
1
2
3.2

Response
Neptune, Mars, Moon
Neptune, Sun, Mars,
Moon

Marks awarded
1
0

Use of chemical symbols / formulae
If a student writes a chemical symbol / formula instead of a required chemical name,
full credit can be given if the symbol / formula is correct and if, in the context of the
question, such action is appropriate.

3.3

Marking procedure for calculations
Full marks can be given for a correct numerical answer, without any working shown.
However, if the answer is incorrect, mark(s) can be gained by correct substitution /
working and this is shown in the ‘extra information’ column or by each stage of a
longer calculation.

3.4

Interpretation of ‘it’
Answers using the word ‘it’ should be given credit only if it is clear that the ‘it’ refers to
the correct subject.

3.5

Errors carried forward
Any error in the answers to a structured question should be penalised once only.
Papers should be constructed in such a way that the number of times errors can be
carried forward are kept to a minimum. Allowances for errors carried forward are
most likely to be restricted to calculation questions and should be shown by the
abbreviation e.c.f. in the marking scheme.

3.6

Phonetic spelling
The phonetic spelling of correct scientific terminology should be credited unless there
is a possible confusion with another technical term.

3.7

Brackets
(…..) are used to indicate information which is not essential for the mark to be
awarded but is included to help the examiner identify the sense of the answer
required.

3.8

Ignore / Insufficient / Do not allow
Ignore or insufficient is used when the information given is irrelevant to the question
or not enough to gain the marking point. Any further correct amplification could gain
the marking point.
Do not allow means that this is a wrong answer which, even if the correct answer is
given, will still mean that the mark is not awarded.

4
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Quality of Written Communication and levels marking
In Question 8(b) candidates are required to produce extended written material in
English, and will be assessed on the quality of their written communication as
well as the standard of the scientific response.
Candidates will be required to:
 use good English
 organise information clearly
 use specialist vocabulary where appropriate.
The following general criteria should be used to assign marks to a level:
Level 1: basic
 Knowledge of basic information
 Simple understanding
 The answer is poorly organised, with almost no specialist terms and
their use demonstrating a general lack of understanding of their meaning, little or no
detail
 The spelling, punctuation and grammar are very weak.
Level 2: clear
 Knowledge of accurate information
 Clear understanding
 The answer has some structure and organisation, use of specialist
terms has been attempted but not always accurately, some detail is
given
 There is reasonable accuracy in spelling, punctuation and grammar,
although there may still be some errors.
Level 3: detailed
 Knowledge of accurate information appropriately contextualised
 Detailed understanding, supported by relevant evidence and examples
 Answer is coherent and in an organised, logical sequence, containing a
wide range of appropriate or relevant specialist terms used accurately.
 The answer shows almost faultless spelling, punctuation and grammar.

5
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Question 1
question

answers

1(a)

extra information

mark

1 mark for each correct
line

4

extra line from box in
left hand column
cancels mark

1(b)

any two from:

2

 climate change

ignore ‘Earth warmer’

 more extreme weather / changes to
weather (patterns) / described
 rise in sea level
 melting of ice caps
 reduced biodiversity
 changes to migration patterns
 changes in distribution of species
accept faster plant
growth / tropical species
can be grown in UK
accept tropical diseases
/ example spread to
temperate regions
Total

6

6
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Question 2
question

Answers

extra information

mark

2(a)(i)

root hairs

if clear which word then allow

1

2(a)(ii)

xylem

if clear which word then allow

1

2(a)(iii)

stomata

if clear which word then allow

1

2(a)(iv)

storage organs

in this order

1

phloem

1

2(b)(i)

23.2

1

2(b)(ii)

loss of water (from flask with
plant) from leaves / plant

1

via transpiration / via evaporation

1
if no other marks allow used in
photosynthesis for one mark

Total

8

7
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Question 3
question

answers

extra information

mark

3(a)(i)

kidney

1

3(a)(ii)

bladder

1

3(a)(iii)

liver

1

3(a)(iv)

lung(s)

1

3(a)(v)

skin

1

3(b)(i)

3000

allow 2970 to 3030

2

correct answer gains 2 marks with
or without working
if answer incorrect allow 1 mark
for evidence of 1550 + 450 +
1000 (allow tolerance of + or – ½
square on each)
3(b)(ii)

1600

allow 1570 to 1630

1

3(b)(iii)

1400

allow (b)(i) – (b)(ii)

1

3(b)(iv)

correct plot from (b)(iii)

tolerance ½ square

1

ignore width
3(b)(v)

cells swell / overhydrated /
damaged

accept poisoned (by urea)

Total

1

11

8
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Question 4
question
4(a)

4(b)(i)

4(b)(ii)

answers

extra information

pancreas

allow phonetic spelling

mark
1

A

1

shortest / quicker time (to work)

1

D

1

acts for longest time

mark dependent on D

1

allow D will last until 09.00 /
breakfast / 24 hours
4(b)(iii)

if ‘diet’ is qualified, then will need
correct qualification, e.g. ‘less
carbohydrate / sugar’

diet / exercise

1

accept pancreas transplant / stem
cell treatment
Total

6

9
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Question 5
question
5(a)

answers

extra information

mark

A artery

allow aorta

1

B ventricle

ignore references to left and right

1

C atrium

ignore references to left and right

1

allow atria
D vein

allow vena cava

1

5(b)(i)

stent

1

5(b)(ii)

keeps (artery) open

1

so (more) blood can flow through

allow blood can flow (more) easily

1

ignore ref to blood clots
Total

7

10
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Question 6
question

answers

6(a)

C

6(b)

otherwise species may disappear
altogether

6(c)

any two from:

extra information

mark
1



regulate net size



impose fishing quotas



limit fishing during breeding
seasons



bans on discarding of fish



bans on fishing in certain
areas

allow to avoid extinction

1

2
if mesh size specified, must be
larger

Total

4

11
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Question 7
question
7(a)(i)

Answers

extra information

mark

rise then fall

1

to peak at 0.48 dm3 / after 1.2s

1

(fall) back to 0 / (falling) back after
2.5s
7(a)(ii)

allow 2.6s
allow after a further 1.3s / 1.4s

1

ignore contraction and relaxation
of muscles
ignore reference to pressures,
ribcage expanding
rise / air in caused by
upward/outward movement of
ribcage

1

decrease / air out caused by
return of ribcage to original
position/downward

1

and (rise / air in) by downward
movement / flattening of
diaphragm
or
(decrease / air out) by upward
movement / doming of diaphragm
1

Question 7 continues on the next page . . .
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Question 7 continued
question

Answers

7(b)(i)

in iron lung atmospheric / outside
pressure forces air into lungs

extra information
allow air sucked / drawn into
lungs

in modern respirator air forced
(mechanically) into lungs

mark
1

1

allow for one mark pressures acts
externally in iron lung and
internally in modern ventilator
7(b)(ii)

ignore cost
advantage

1

any one from:




more freedom of
movement for patient
more portable
does not affect blood flow
in lower body

disadvantage

1

any one from:



(tube in trachea)
uncomfortable
more difficult to eat/talk

allow it can damage / overinflate
the lungs / over breathe

Total

10

13
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Question 8
question

Answers

extra information

mark

8(a)(i)

wheat → humans chain transfers
10 times more energy than
wheat → pigs → humans chain

allow 10% if given as a
comparison e.g. one is 10% of the
other

1

or

8(a)(ii)

wheat → pigs → humans chain
transfers 810 000 (kJ per hectare)
less

ignore less unqualified

any one reason for energy loss
from pigs e.g.:

ignore respiration, growth

1

ignore heat unqualified

 movement
 (maintaining) body
temperature
 waste materials

allow named examples

 not all parts of pig eaten by
human
 because there is an extra
stage (pigs) in the food chain
and energy is lost at each
stage

allow longer food chain so more
energy lost

Question 8 continues on the next page . . .
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Question 8 continued
8(b)

0 marks
No
relevant
content.

Marks awarded for this answer will be determined by the Quality of
Written Communication (QWC) as well as the standard of the scientific
response. Examiners should also refer to the information on page 5,
and apply a ‘best-fit’ approach to the marking.
Level 1 (1-2 marks)
There is a basic
description of at least
one factory farming
method
or
identification of an
advantage or
disadvantage of factory
farming.

6

Level 2 (3-4 marks)

Level 3 (5-6 marks)

There is a description of
at least one factory
farming method
and
an advantage or
disadvantage is
explained.

There is a description of
factory farming methods
and
advantage(s) and
disadvantage(s) are
explained.

examples of biology points made in the response:
factory farming methods e.g.:
 Kept in cramped conditions / battery hens / calf crates / pig barns / fish tanks
 Controlled temperature / heating
 Controlled feeding / modified food given / growth hormones
 Controlled lighting
 Treated with prophylactic antibiotics
Advantages e.g.:









Increased efficiency / profit / greater food production / cheaper food / faster growth
Farmer can have more livestock
Less energy is lost through movement
Less energy is used keeping warm
(Food is high in calories / protein) so animals will grow faster / lay more eggs
Easier to vaccinate all the animals
Easier to protect animals from predators
Antibiotic treatment stops infections in animals

Disadvantages e.g.:







Stress / cruelty / inhumane / unethical
Restricted movement / overcrowding
Faster spread of diseases
Antibiotics in the food chain / residual chemicals in the food chain
Wasting fossil fuels / increasing global warming
Increased pollution from animal waste and from additional transport
Total

8

UMS Conversion Calculator: www.aqa.org.uk/umsconversion
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